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What flashes in your mind when you hear about the word prison? The majority of people imagine a bad experience. However, do you know that prisons can be beautiful and unique hotels? Below are the hotels that were prisons initially but are currently amazing luxe hotels. They are delightful, and you will hesitate to stay in them.




Malmaison Oxford Castle




Would you imagine that the Malmaison Oxford Castle is older than you? According to facts, the building of the prison took place in 1066. Although, it didn’t become operational immediately until the mid-1700s. In the initial years, the prison was a revenue source for the Christ Church College that would charge intimates for room and board. That was possible because they owned it then.




After some time, oxford county justices realized that living conditions were becoming poor. They decided to purchase it and rebuilt it in 1785. The hotel then operated for more than 200 years until 1996, when it was reborn into a hotel. Proper restructuring to make it a fully operational restaurant took place in 1996. Since then, Malmaison has been a perfect destination for many tourists and other people who want to enjoy the scenic environment.




Jailhouse Inn




Having been built in 1772, Jailhouse inn, began to host many prisoners who were on their way to other cities for trial. The prison was not beefed up with security those days, hence providing the prisoners with a perfect escape window.




A particular prisoner once tried to escape from the Jailhouse inn only to leave tracks in the snow. That provided a perfect way of capturing him back. Restructuring it into a hotel took place. From the year 2005 to date, people can spend and enjoy the fantastic meals prepared there.







Het Arresthuis




If you think of a former prison whose cells are now perfect rooms, then Het Arresthuis should be the ideal destination. A visit to the hotel will give you a fantastic experience that you will ever yearn for. Besides, what was initially known as the prison yard now acts as the perfect dining spot. There is also high tea which you can enjoy in the afternoon.




Liberty hotel




After hosting prisoners for about 140 years, the Charles Street Jail underwent restructuring to become a 298 room hotel in 1990. A team of experienced designers, architects, and historians helped in the transformation. Currently, it remains a perfect destination for many guests in Boston. Give it a visit, and you love the experience you will get.




The above justifies that no situation is permanent. You can transform old structures to look perfect again. There are a good number of fantastic hotels currently that were prisons in the early years. Above are some of th best that you can visit.
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